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Las·ting Mid-East Peace

Could Be Established

By AARON HOWARD
If there is to be a lasting peace
between .Jew and Arab in the
Middle East, then peace will have
to rest on a cultural and spiritual
basis. The foundation for a cultural and spiritual
rapproachement does exist said
Yo s e f Yerushalmi, visiting
professor in the department of
history, Monday night.
Examining Jewish and Arab
history, particularly between the
seventh and 13th century,
Yerushalmi said there is a long
relationship of close cultural and
spiritual ties which "both Arabs
and Jews have forgotten."
• 1
Yerushalmi's lecture, "Synagogue
1
and Mosque," one of the "Lecture
Under the Stars" series,
highlighted mutually stimulating
600-year period of Jewish-Arab
relations during the classic era of
Arab civilization.
"Modern Islamic scholars have
Photo by Bob TeDer done a great deal of recent
research indicating that the core
Yerushalmi
of Islam is derived from Judaism,"
said Yerushalmi. In the seventh
c en tuxy, there were many
flourishing Jewish communities in
the Arabian peninsula where
Arabian Jews and Mohammed had
relations. The founder of the
Islamic religion, inspired by divine
tevalations, patterned his faith on
John F. Harvey, former Dean top choices to the campus for the Talmudic form of Judaism.
Evidences of the basic
of the Graduate School of Library interviews and informal meetings
between the religions
Science and Director of Libraries with faculty, administrators, similarities
include
the
fact that Jew and
for Drexel Institute, has been students, and Regents, and then Arab te•tit'y to
one. God ill similar ~
.Appointed d-n o£ library aervi-. aubrn!tt..cl ;.4. ~*.u .. _.. ;.,. .tLa £orltlt& _v.ray:s;
both cynagogue and mo!J<.1'1~
Harvey, who most recently was of recommendations, to the banned graven images completely;
director of the Iranian administration.
The search comrru&tee screened
Documentation Center and
Tehran Book Processing Center in more than 200 applications.
Harvey, 50, earned bachelors'
(ran, assumes his UNM duties July
LO, Chester C. Travelstead, vice degrees in English from
>resident for academic affairs, Dartmouth and Library Science
from the University of Illinois,
aid.
Harvey also holds a faculty and earned his Ph.D. in Library
position as professor of Science at the University of
Chicago in 1949.
librarianship, Travelstead said.
Internationally famous artist
He served as librarian and Peter Hurd is heading a citizens'
As dean of library services, a
new post at UNM, Harvey will professor at Parsons College and group, Action for Education, in
direct the operations of all the as head librarian and chairman of support of a proposed $10 million
University's libraries except law the department of library science bond issue for library holdings for
at State College, Pittsburg, Kan., the state's public colleges and
and medicine.
He replaces David 0. Kelley, before going to Drexel Institute in universities.
long-time UNM library director 1958.
Reactivation of Action for
At Drexel, he was Dean of the Education and the San Patricio,
who on July 1 resigned that post
to assume faculty responsibilities Graduate School of Library New Mexico ar-tist's chairmanship
for improvement of bibliographic Science from 1958-67, Director of of the organization was
holdings and other library Libraries from 1958-62, and announced by Governor Bruce
Director of Drexel Press from King who said he was acting "in
resources.
As dean, Harvey will sit with 1964-67. Harvey went to Iran in the capacity. of a lifelong citizen
the academic deans in a 1967, serving for a year as of New Mexico and a member of
decision-making position on chairman of the department of Action for Education."
~ academic matters as they pertain Library Science in the College of
"I certainly am delighted that
to library requirements and Education, University of Tehran, Peter Hurd; one of New Mexico's
before taking the directorship of most distinguished sons, is taking
capabilities, Travelstead said.
Appointment of the new dean the Iranian Documentation the lead in this most worthwhile
and necessary project," King said.
was recommended by a Center.
He is the author of a number of ''And I am very pleased that
faculty-student search committee
which sought nominations from publications in professional Action for Education, which as
been so helpful to big her
throughout the nation, invited its journals.
education in the past, is again
involved in an effort which will be
of major benefit to all citizens of
New Mexico for many years
ahead."
"'I"',
•
~
"~"".
~
1 1
Action for Edu.:ation, made up
of alumni and friends of New
Mexico's public four-year
Two UNM psychology students of the effects of universities and two-year colleges,
professors will discuss use and marijuana, working three years helped in the passage of statewide
misuse of drugs tonight during a ago in a study sponsored b~ the bond issues for academic building
public lecture program at UNM. Justice Department's Bureau of iunds in 1964 and 1966. The $10
The program, '~Drug Use and Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. million library bond issue
Misuse: Chemical, Social and He also has taught a seminar at proposition will be on the ballot
in the NoV'ember 7 general
Psychological Implicatio.1S," is UNM on mind-affecting dtugs,
election.
part of UNM's Lecture Under the
Roll has been head of a faculty
Stars series. It will be at 8 p.m. on
"Approval of the bond issue
board
which has shared this NoYember is s essential to the
the Mall.
The speakers will be Douglas responsibility with . a student continuing development of our
board for operation of AGORA, a higher education. system/' Hurd
Ferraro and Samuel Roll.
During the past year Ferraro crisis center on the UNM campus said. "Information collected by
has been prirtdpal investigator for which helns students with the legislature shows clearly that
National Institute of Mental :Per~nal and· emotional problems, our college and university library
Health and National Science including those related to the use holdings are well below standard.
Foundation studies titled effects of drugs. His research has included ln fact, in most cases, they are
of marijuana on behavior, study of the ~'hippie;, subculture. dangerously inadequate.
In case of bad weather the
stimulus properties of drugs, and
"If we are to insure continued
program will be moved to the:! quality
amphetamine abuse.
in our state's higher
He was one of the early Kiva.

New Library Head
AppointedatUNM

both held prophets to be
messengers from God; both,
having descended from Abraham,
held themselves to be the chosen
people; both have an oral and
written law; there is no official
hierarchy to decide religious
questions in either faith; the
special emphasis on study; in early
Islam, the diredion in which
Moslems faced to pray was
towards Jerusalem.
''We often talk about the
supposed Judeo-Ch:ristian
heritage," said Yerushalmi, "when
it would be more correct to talk
about a Judeo-Islamic heritage
because the religions are much
closer."
In addition to the basic
religious affinity, the deepest
tradition of both peoples claims
Jew and Arab are related by
blood. The legend of these people
coming from the same father,
Abraham, is found in both Torah
and Koran. Historians affirm that
Anb and Jew were closely related
some time in their early history
but both peoples went their own
way thousands of years ago.
However, there is enough
historical evidence to give truth to
the oral mythology said
Yerushalmi.
Following the explosion of
Arab conquest and culture in 633,
about 80 percent of the world's
Jewish population lived under
Islamic rule. This produced a
600-year period in which there
was a cloae cultural Telationahip

Jews adopted the Arabic
language which led to the
publication of some of the most
important Jewish works including
Maimonedes "Guide for the
Perple:~ed" in Arabic. The
adoption of Arabic by the Jews
resulted in a revival of the Hebrew
language bE!cause the Arabs had
developed the sciences of
grammar and philology which was
applied to improving Hebrew.
M'ideval Jewish poetry used
Arabic creative models and the
revival of classic Greek and
Roman learning was stimulated
because of the reintroduction of
reason by the Arab counties.

Although Jews were faced with
restrictions in Arab countries,
they led a relatively better life
than their counterparts in
Christian communities of that
period. Jews contributed to Arab
society in myriad ways including
serving as the vanguard for the
reintroduction of classic
Hellenism into Europe.
With the decline of the Arab
world in the 13th century, a series
of foreign powers began to rule
the Middle East including the
Malmuks and the Ottoman Turks.
The populations became silent
and unproductive.
"Thexe was not a single
independent Arab state before
World War I," said Yerushalmi.
"Modern Arab nationalism ro.e
after the war . particularly aftel'
J!;gypr.: fitJfted hett- Jttcrepenal!ru:!e rn
Wtflt!h tnutilaJJY Denttru:ed bo'tft
people said the history professor. 1922.

Peter Hurd Heads Group
To Increase Library Funds

Professors Ferraro, Roll
Uelve Into urug rron1em

education offerings, we must
remedy the library situation now.
The five·year, ten million-dollar
bond issue approved by the
legislature permits us to make the
needed investment."
Hurd went on to say that his
"firm conviction that a strong
system of higher education is vital
to the development or New
Mexico" prompted him to
become active in support of the
library bond issue proposal.
Action for Education
committees will be formed in
every county of the state during
the weeks ahead to help inform
the voters of the need for the
bond issue and the benefits to the
state.
"It is most gratifying already to
see the support that is developing
for the bond issue,•• he said.

Hurd, a native of Roswell,
studied art at the Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts and also
studied under N.C. Wyeth.
Famous for his paintings of
ranch life and scenes in New
Mexico, especially around his San
Patricio home, Hurd is
represented in major m\Uieums in
the United States and abroad,
including the National Gallery in
Washington, D.C., and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York.
He is an academician of the
National Academy of Design and
recipient of numerous national
prizes and awards. tn 1958, Hurd
was appointed . to the national
Commission of Fine Arts by
President Eisenhower.
During World War n, Hurd
served as a war correspondent for
Life Magazine.

Amistad Support

Vietcong Delegates Reply
During the recent step-up of The American people can no
the Vietnam War and the resulting longer permit their government to
demonstrations in Albuquerque, a use money of the U.S. taxpayers
group of persons from ~ISTAD and lives ?f young Americans ~o
communicated w•th the destroy Vtet Nam and murder tts
Vietnamese Provisional populAtion •••• The Vietnamese
Revolutionary Government
people sincerely thank the
delegation to the Pari!~ Peace American people's courageous
struggle for an end to the war and
Talks. ·
Recently 1 delegate Le Mai
consider it as a fine manifestation
answered the Free University of the American people's tradition
Group. The dudents had ofloving peace and justice.''
telephoned to "give a statement
He asked for continuing
of support for the Vietnamese
struggle-to express our sympathy support, but stressed "no threats
for the destruction of their or military adventures of the
Nixon administratiort can
country,~' said Doug Nance, a
intimidate our people and stop
member of the group.
Le Mai replied that "ourpeople thent from marching forward to
know full well that the people or the achieV'ement of thelr
the United States are independence and right to
sympathizing with their cause. self-determination."

--
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Weekly Summer Edition

Notes/roman
Revolutionary
By SUS.AN THORNTON
Notes of a Failed Revolutionary
or, Coming ()f Age in New England
"You say you want a Revolution,
Well, you know,
We all want to change the world."
The Beatles, Revolution #1
1968
Were you in school in the late
'60's? Did you expect a
Revolution to come out of the
dope, the demonstrations, the
changed heads? 1 was, and did,
but now I don't know. I'm not so
sure now, even if there was a
Revolution, whether I would
support it.
My experience was defined by
my surroundings. At the rural
C!tmpus o£ a small New Enghmd

Liberal Arts school, we fought no
pitched battles with police,
captured no administrati9n
buildings, engaged in no street
fighting. Instead, we ended
women's curfews, established
coed dorms, moved off campus.
The ripple$ or .larger discontent
shook us, we rallied against the
war, but in our rural isolation, any
retaliatory action to the stupidity
we saw in general American
policies seemed meaningless,
absurd. Who was there to impress,
except ourselves, when we
demonstrated? Some of us drove
down to Washington, to take part
in Peace Marches there, a long
journey from peaceful Vermont
countryside to strife-tom urban
centers, and a longer journey
back. Even those o£ us tear-gassed
or arrested at those distant
demonstrations had only a story
to tell on our retum that faded
with each telling. How were we to
keep our anger focused, what was
there to riot against in a farming
community? We hadn't even a
decent administration building to
capture, only a small suite of
offices staffed by friendly
Vermont town wives, always
helpful and smiling.
In genel;'al, I felt that the action
was elsewhere, that I was missing
something. There were things
happening which made me feel I
must protest, but I didn't know
how. The continuing war, the
assassination of Bobby Kennedy,
the street·Cighting at the Chicago
Convention, I had an adequate
response to none of those things. I
was suri! that there was n
Revolution coming, and I began
tc feel the frustration of seeing no
place for me in the world I was irt,
and seeking an alternative. "Ain't
no reason to hang my head, I
could . wake up in the mornhig
dead." I took these words of the
Band to heart, and woke up to a
profound nihilism, alleviated only
by the idea of an alternative
society,
'l'hcre was some strife-our lives
weren't untouched by violence, or
its potential, evi!n in a protected
campus atmosphere. This viohmce
took the form of traditionlll
Continued on page 3
Page 2

·F~iled by Choice. notCha·nce•

The
News Dude
i)y Jim Boggio

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

Q, How do airlines go about losing people's luggage?
Also, why does it take so long to get reimbursed for the loss?
S.A.
.
·A. A supervisor for Trans World Airlines said luggage may
be lost if: {1) miachecked to the 'Wl'ong destination; {2) the
baggage tag is torn off; (3) the luggage was never loaded; ( 4)
the cargo loaders put the luggage on the 'Wl'ong plane; (5)
someone-picks up the wrong bag at the destination. The
airline has a central lost and found at La Guardia airport in
New York. If the local airport can't locate the lost luggage or
has luggage that hasn't been picked up within three days, the
claim or found luggage is sent to the central file office. They
then initiate a search.

The customer must fill out a claim form sending in the
baggage check and his ticket receipt. The airline supervisor
said TWA loses only one passenger's luggage out of 500, and
finds 99 percent of the lost ll}.ggage. It does take a month or
two for the claim to be cleared and the customer's money
refunded.
Q. Why is it that when I went to the bookstore to buy a
copy of Dubnow's History and Nationalism for $1.65, the
bookstore had put a sticker for $2.95 on it? How <::ome the
price went up that much? A.H.
A. A. 0. Jackson, manager of the Union bookstore, said
the book was published in 1961 by the World Publishing
Company. The stock of the book was then sold to the Jewish
Publication Society of America and they raised the price of
the book. 'You can write to them at 2200 N. 15th St.,
Phi)adelphia, Pa. if you have any further questions
concerning this book.

Q. What is the deadline for entering a painting in the State
Fair and where can I get an entry blank? B.N.
A. You may submit your exhibit to the Art Gallery
Friday, August 25, or Saturday August 26. The deadline is 5
p.m. August 26. Write to the New Mexico State Fair, nox
8546, Albuquerque, New Mexico for entry cards. You must
be a resident of New Mexieo over 18 years of age. Artists
may submit only two works which have not previously been
shown in any State Fair exhibit. Pictures may be 38 inches
by 48 inches maximum without the frame. All paintings,
prints and drawings must be framed and wired for hanging.
Q. I am a UNM student this SUllllller. can I bring mv
children to use the swimming pool? Is there a minhnum aie
limit? K.S.
A. Your children may use the swimming pool as long as
they are accompanied by a parent. Ron Jacobsen, intramural
director, said children ten years and under are not permitted
in Johnson Gym pool. "The pool is not designated for young
children because it's too deep," he said, "and our conditions
are crowded."
Q. Where do you buy a device for wacking tops off
Michelob and wine bottles, etc.'! S.D.
A. The Fleming Jug and Bottle Cutter is sold at all S~gs
Drug Stores.
Q. How can I get one of those calendars of events sent to
me? A.A.
A. If you are referring to the monthly cultural calendar
that is distributed by the Albuquerque Arts Council, you
should write to Albuquerque Arts Council, 400 Elm N.E.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102. A calendar subscription
membership is $3 annually.

Remember them Good Old Days...,-when UNM students
swallowed live goldfish, drank colas and held panty raids?
Can you remember when Pabst Blue Ribbon beer was
selected ~<as America's best"?
Do you remember wben a chocolate milkshake cost a
dime ... when a dime was made out of silver .•• when silver
was. discovel:'ed in Silver City?
Do you remember the all night Dance-A-Thons at the
Alvarado Hotel .•. and the football games at Zimmerman
Field •.. and the Sunday band concerts at Old Town
Plaza ••• and the time when the top tune on KOB Radio was
"You Ain't Nothin' But A Hounddog"'?
If you remember that Golden Era of Wobblies, Edsels,
beatniks, and the Howdy Doody Show-when Vietnam was
more than a war and Nixon was less than a president-then
you'll suxely :recall when page 5 of the DaiJy Lobo was more
than it is today.
In them Good Ole Days, the fifth page of the UNM
student newspaper was the first page of the sports
section .•. and the last page to be used in your outhouse.
Today, that once-great page competes with Lady Scott for
the top spot among toilet tissue.
In this modern day of smog, teargas and wage-price
freezes, the fifth· page of the Daily Lobo has deteriorated
ecologically, socially, politcally, sportily and morally. No
longer reserved for the creativity of sportswriters, the editors
of this paper are using it for fatuous burlesque,
For instance, take Bob Reuther's column ... which
usually shares the fi.fth page with Rhodes Department Store
or the Hi-Fi House.
Competing with .the page's advertisements for popularity,
Heuther's "LOBO-TOMY" has become a poor imitation of
my column, "THE NEWS DUDE." In fact, last week's
counterfeit was subtitled (will you believe?) "DA NUZE
DUD."
~<Dud" is right!
In that aforementioned "LOBO-TOMY," Heuther used
some obscuxe survey to add support to his own dogma. If
you'll recall, he told us that a magazine poll indicated that
clergymen rank higher "in truthfulness" than plumbers and
used car salesmen.
Only Bob Heuther would believe such nonsense •.. and
he's the only one who would believe that we would believe it.
Everyone knows that rabbis, Buddhist monks, the Pope
and Holy Roller ministers disagree .on what The Truth is. It's
not very likely that Billy Graham will say the rosary •.• even.
if he's advised to do so by Bishop Sheen.
If clergymen can't accept The Truth of other clergymen,
than how can we believe Heuther?
His so-called "poll" is at least as ridiculous as sexism,
elitism, racism and most other "isms" that outlasted the 5
cent cigar. In fact, his valiant attempt to imitate THE NEWS
DUDE is adequate proof that "Heutherism" hail much in
common with plagiarism ••. and that's what's wrong with
the world!

On a more serious

* * *
issue, I suppose

I should say a few

words about Cable TV •••
As a news critic, I'm not at all concerned with the Cable's
self-proclaimed ability ••. to provide better soap operas,
better variety shows and better who-dunnits than
AlQuquerque's three commercial stations. I am interested in
their claim to out-do the "free" channels in news coverage.
Although students are among the most vocal critics of
television journalism, few critics are willing (or able.) to offer
a solution. Commercial TV is criticized for its "stupid"
commercials, for its "biased" reporting, and for "playing-up"
riots, violence and lawlessness.
But is "pay" TV the cure-all for "free" TV's inability to
satisfy the American news-watcher?
I doubt it!
The "American news-watcher" is a plurality of varied
personalities, ideologies and moralities. She/he is a Democrat,
a Republican, a Wallacite, a member of La Raza Onida; an
athiest, a Catholic, a Protestant, a Jew, a Moslem; a capitalist,
a socialist; a Southerner, a Northerner; a "straight/' and a
"gay." Shefhe is a houseWife, a banker, a student, a teacher, a
taxi-driver, an Army colonel, a hobo and a peddler. The
"American news-watcher" is all of these things •.. and, as
you know, much more.
Cable TV offers this "American news-watcher" a choice.
She/he can pay the price ..• to get the news without
intew.:..ption.
Only the . gullible, however, can believe that "pay''
television will provide the public with a more complete
coverage of the day's events.
In a few months, you can check it out ... for $60 a year!
Q. I know what yellow curbs and red curbs and green
curbs are for, but what about blue curbs? S.F.
A. Blue curb sl)aces are reserved for wheel chair and
seri~usly handicapped people, said Walter Birge, parking
serviCe manager. There should be a blue sign with the figure
of a person in a wheel chair near the marked curb. These
spaces are not for use by people with a regular medical
excuse (blue cards) .. These people should park in a
faculty /staff or student lot, said Birge.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

(Continulld from page 2)
town•and-gown rivalry, The good
townspeople were convinced that
we were turning the.ir previously
!.Incorrupted youngster~ on to
dope (we . weren't), and were
angered by the long haired boys
who so closely resembled 'the
"hippies" of the six o'clock news.
These bad feelings were worsened
by the filet that the college was a
large employer in the town,
meaning that the townspeople
were economically dependent on
those long"haired freaks and
intellect1.1als. Resentment and
jealousy increased when the. only
bar within the town limits was
taken over by the college crowd.
Once, walking back down the hill
from this bar, to the campus,
stoned as usual, and accompanied
by a "long-haired hippy freak,"
we were the target of some
obscenities, and a beer bottle,
thrown from a passing car. We
were so stoned that at first we
didn't realize that violence had
been intended, we simply got .off
on the pattern of the shattering
glass.
Evidence of hostility such as
this, happened, but rarely. Things
mellowed out as some of us
developed communes, and
approached the local farmers on
their own ground, not as
intellectuals, but as novice
agrarians, eager to learn. If we
, missed out on the street fighting
of the late 60's, we were in the
avant·garde as far as the 70's were
conc;erned, buying land, starting
communes, raising "milk and
cows and honey," ·w.th tlie
Jefferson Airplane. We were the
Volunteers of America.
We would 'put the alte~:native
life style into practice, and show
America that a good life was
possible, living close to the land,
close to each other. This was the
life we wanted, not the hassels of
a city, always crowded, always
paranoid, always getting ripped
off and ripping other people off
just by being a part of the system.
All we needed was faith, and we

1

could pull it off. Weren't .our

heads already changed? That was
the important part. "Don't you
know you'd better change your
mind instead." (Revolution #1,
the Beatles)

----Women's
FUm

"When Feminists Took Over
the Ladies' Home Journal," a
illm, will be presented in the
Child Care Center at 7:30p.m. by
the UNM Women's Center. There
is no admission charge.
Loans·
Borrowers from various student
loan programs who are completing
their studies at UNM this summer
are reminded they must report to
the Student Aids Office for an
exit interview prior to departure
from campus. Failure to do so
may cause great inconvenience for
the student in the future said
Charles Sheehan, director of
Student Financial Aids.
Narcotics
Robert DuPont, M.D.,
administrator of Washington's
Narcotics Treatment
Administratidn for the
department of Human Resources,
will talk on "Dealing With a.
Heroin Epidemic" July 2 at 7:30
p.m. in Bratton Hall, room 102.
There is no admission charge.

That c:ommune, however
beautifully situated in the
Champlain Valley, failed, and
with it the last of my hopes for
the Revolution. I saw that a new
life wasn't going to rescue me, I
would have to make do with what
I had. The commuf!e failed
be cause the pres~ures of the
American myth of individuality
proved too stwng, and the desire
m form a f!lmiiY from a r.Jisparate
collection of individuals. not
strong .enough to cement together
a new community. Chores were
divided along sexual lines; the
boys rebuilt the barn &nd outlying
farm buildings into housing units,
the girls tended the vegetables,
a11d took .care of the canning and
freezing. Other divisive elements
en~ered the picture.
Couples broke up and
reformed, individuals split for the
West and r;aturned. Hassles
developed over visitors. Should
they stay to' dinner, or not, and if
not, how to discourage them,
politely, or impolitely.
Discussions began as to who was
or wasn't pulling his or her own
weight. Petty personality conflicts
developed, and flourished. One
night half the group met and
voted to throw out the othe~ half
who left, with plenty of righteou~
indignation, and took what group
spirit there had been with them.
From then on it was just a matter
of time till everyone split, one by
one, and now the place is up for
sale. Another failtld experiment in
the alternative life style.
There was one of our friends
who felt very deeply the conflict
between' the code 'of behavior
established by his parents and the
new life style of his peers He saw
more clearly than any ~f us, a~
unbridgeable gulf between these
two lifes. Alan ·was the first
casualty of our revolution. Raised
in New York City to spend a
hundred dollars on an evening's
entertainment, to wear a coat and
tie to succeed he found himself
in' rural Ve;mont where a
hundred dollars covere'd a month's
rent, food, and ente:ttain:ment>;
whel'e dungarees were the norm,
and success definitely frowned on
by his· pee\'s, We were founding a
new society (or so we thought),
and success in the old appeared to

be out of the question. We wanted
to pull down the Establishment,
not succeed in it. Alan became a
fairly good revp)utionary. lie was
ar.rested in Washington, he
founded a chapter of the SDS, he
lell:rned to hike and camp and
enJOY the out·of·doors. But each
time he returned home, visited his
parents and New York, the
tension apparently grew between
his outdoorsy, counter-culture self
and his cultivated, wealthy New
York self, He saw himself as a fish
out of water !lverywhere, and
committed himself to the local
hospital, off and on, for
psychiatric help. His despair was
very gJ:eat, and he re;:;olved his
unique dilemna by suicide, one
bitter January evening, at the age
of 23.
·
In 1968. 69 I was ho in f r
k' d f
Pt g °
· t'
80
me m 0 · · evo1u Jon, 0 so1ye
t h e .P r 0 b 1 e m s . I saw 1n
contemporary society, and ~
automatically ~ssure Il!e a plac~ m
the alternabve society wh!ch
would surely come. N?":•. I ve
grow!l away from the mh1llsm I
acqurred at 19, a~d I se: som.e
hope for the soe1ety I mhab1t
now. Also, I see that I have a
quarrel with Revolutionaries
which I didn't have b.efore. In
order to have a ~evolutiOn, there
must be a confltet between ~elf
and othe~. Ve~y often, I tbt~k
Rev?lUtJOnartes cr.ea~e th1s
confl•ct, or ~gg.cavate tt, m ord~r
t.o serve the1r ow,n ends. I don. t
bke ~he eff~cts I ve seen of thiS
conflict. I diScovered whe11 these
"townies" threw the beer bottle
at me that I was just as much the
other to them as they were to me.
It wasn't so much that I was
afraid of getting h~t, it was t.hat l
saw that I wasn t a person to
them,, but a symbol. I hadn't done
anythmg. to th~m, except attend
college m thetr town. I would
:!.'ather have related to them as a
person than as a potential, or
actual enemy. ~' ·
Similarly, it was the conflict
between self and other which

Help!
The Daily Lobo needs
writers, photographers and
artists this fall. Pay is higher
than ever before and one can
almost choose his own hours.
Reviewers are also needed,
especially in the area of rock
music. (Extra bonus is free
b()oks, records, concerts,
movies, etc.}
Can you afford to miss this
exciting offer? Call the Lobo,
277·4202 or 277·4102 and
leave your name, telephone
number and what you would
like to do.

R .
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.
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8 pvunds Drycle:ming $2.50
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Includes: Complete disassembly
Cleaning & Repacking all ball bearings
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2212 Central S.E.
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Marlin Guild

Yamaha
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Madi~ra

the far outside
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BICYCLES & REPAIRS
2216 Central S.E.

255-3777

UNIVERSITY DRUG
Makes You a winner!
No Purchase required! Drawing to he held July 31, 1972

Only 18 Days Left!
1st Prize-$50.00 in Merchandise
2nd Prize-$29.95 Westclox Clock Radio

'

Unique Occasions

What to do:
· Just fill in coupon below and
drop it in the box at U-0.
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Tom W. thompson

madness; it's little kids killed
who g(lt in the way, ... before
you get into the thing, decide
where the spirit is and where
the spirit will. be when it i.s
ouer . .•
h; I get older and straighter, I
find that instead of hoping for a
Revolution to come along and
take ovet events, .I'd just as soon
make do with what I have and try
to make it worthwhile the best I
can.
'

·$12

Unique Jewelry .
·For

cause.(] the fl!ilure of o1.1r
commune. Each person there
failed because he or she saw the
other people if! the group ru;
"other," a threat to the common
goal, because each had his own
ideas of how to run the farm, and
expendable. It Wll!l this conflict
which killed Alan. He saw himself
as Other, and as having no place i!'l
.a world of people, and it drove
him to despair. ·
If Che was right, and all tr1,1e
revolutionaries are guided by· a
spirit of love, thEm I'm a failed
Revolutionary by choice, r&ther
than by chance. I still think many
things need to be changed in
America, but I'm SUllpicious of
people preaching Revolution, a11d
violent overthrow of the
government. I wonder if they are
motivated by love, or by
frustrati()n. and the desire to
1\estroy. Charles Bukowski makes
some good points in his book,
Notes of Q Dirty Old Man:
rev o l u t ion sounds very
romantic, you know. bl!t it

a11d drop it in fhe box ot U-0.

DRAWING COUPON
(July 31, 1972)

400 San Felipe-Old Town
Thursday, July 13, 1972
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King Jam Best Part of Blues Show
In most instances it would be
absurd to make comparjsons
between B. B. King and the
Rolling Stones, But with their
appearances here within a month
of each other, I couldn't help but
~ote a similar reaction .I had to
both concerts,
I couldn't ffl.ult the · principal
performers in either case, But
never having seen the Stones
before, and B. B. only once
previously, it was hard to make a
judgment in relation to their
ability, or reputed ability. Each
ca~, on a good night, be the

CASA
~--

lUNA

2004 Central SE
Pizza .

Spaghetti

--~ Italian Food
FRE!;.DELIVERY
242-8413
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
.Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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(505) 277·4102, 277·4202;

.Advertising 277·4002
'l'be New Mexico Daily Lobo ia published dally every regular we.ek of the
Univenlitt year and weekly during the
oummer 1cssion by the Board of Student
l'ubllutlone of the Assaclated Studenta
of the University of New Mexico, and is
not tlnanefally Ml!oclated with the University of New Mexico.
'Second class pootaie f• paid at Albu.
quernu~. New Mcxf~o, 8710G. The oub·
scription rate f~ $7,50 a year,
,
The opinions expr...ed on the edl·
torfaf pagM o£ the New Mexico Daily
Lobo arc thooc of the author •olely. Un•
signed opinion fa that of the editorial
board ()f the New Mexico Dally Lobo,
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view. of the associated student~ or the
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absolute best in their respective years of d\les·vaying), and his act
fields. But even though they both and especially his band are able to
performed excellent, I can't rid fit in quite well there. But Freddie
myself of the notion that their King is a different story. lf B. B. is
Albuquerque !!tops were "rather off the blue~; refined to an art,
nights for all.
Freddie is Mr. Ra1,1nch, He can
But there the similarity ends, rock the blues. He's a. big man,
for me. While the Stones tore the l!.nd when he sque~;~zes notes out
place up while seemingly exerting of his guita1· it looks like a struggle
less than a full effort, and gave to the death.
what l consider the best ()oncert
Freddie threw some stomping
l've ever witnessed, B. B.'s l!how into his part of the show, even
moved me ve~:y little. Perhaps all some boogie and a taste of
l'm doing is restating the rock'n'roll. But his flashes were
diff11rence between rock and roll bdef ones, and on the whole his
and the blueli; perhaps the was a very untogether set.
half·fjlled Civic Auditorium had The worst pfl.rt came tow;1rd the
~omething to do with it (though l
end, when he was just beginning
doubt it), maybe B. B. was a bit to <look with a boogie" number-· he
tired from his 365·days·a·year suddenly stopped And tur11ed it
touring schedule. The crowd over to the drummer for a
reaction at tha late show Tuesday horrible solo, after which he
night w;~s quite good, but he threw in just a <:ouple more licks
didn't bring the house down. In and that was it. Prum solos dl'ive
fact, he never really got. it on.
me up the wall anyway, but this
But even more of a guy was just plain b·a·d. In fact,
disappointment for me was a like Freddie's whole back1,1p group was
performance by the number two hurting him, with the exception
man on the bill, Texas bluesman of the piano player (who sounded
Freddie King (no relation, to my • pretty good but couldn't often be
knowledge). B. B. plays the heatd) and the terrific ()rganist
lounges in Vegas now (God knows wh() put on the best show of the
he deserves it aftel:' twanty·some night in his dal.'k corner of the
stage. (B. B.'s piano player was
the other outstanding sideman.)
But even though the music
wasn't quite up to snuff for .most
of the eve11ing, everything was
forgotten when Freddie returned
to the stage after B. B.'s sat to jam
with him for another 15 minutes.
It was a battle of the blues kings,
and the winner was obviously the
delighted audience.
Charles Andrews

'Have You Been Washed in lhe Blood
By IRISH/ AFS
.All rights resllJ:Ved by
Alternative Feature,s Service

(AFS)-Up the long ladder and
down the short rope./To hell with
King .Billy and God bless the
Pope!/And if that doe11n't do,
we'll tear him in two/And ~;end
him to hell with the red, white

Photos by Phil Pacheco
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLeANING
Coin·op Dry·CI~o~ing
and Laundry
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2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

411d blue!-Oid Irish War Cry
Without actually shouting the
o I d slogan agfl.illst Willaim of
Orange, a small group of true
believers raisad hell ai Billy
Graham's recent Northern
California Crusade.
Young girls in old grannies
p11ssed out J?ink broadsides to the
converted and curious pouring
in to Oakh.n d Co lose um.
Representing such organizations
.as the Berkeley Free Church, the
Catholic Peace Fellowship and the
· Peace Brigade, the dissenters
maintained "our involvement in
Viet Nam is sinful." Readers were
urged to "Search the.
Scriptures! .• •• Search your
conscience!. • •. Pray for those
who straddle the fence!" Answers
were offered to the question,
"What can l do for peace?'': ask
Billy Graham to speak out against
the war; reflect on taxes one pays
to support the war; and determine
the responsibility of church and
community to provide draft
counselling services,
But except for the Dissenters
for Christ, the crowd Wall typical
of what one would expect at a
Graham gathering. 'l'ub·fresh
tenny-boppers, clutching Bible
under their arms, sang hymns
enthusiastically. In their vestal
eyes shown the Great Gleam of
the True Believer. When King
Billy asked all those under 25 to
stand up, approximately % of the
ca'pacity crowd responded. To
reach this young audience,
Grah;~m presented two examplars
of the wholesome, clean•cut life.
Folksinger John Fischer,
wearing a buckskin jacket and
longish hair, sang an original
composition about the original
theme of ."the road of life." He
played the guitar at the same
time. The second youth was RiClh
from

1.u•Jw"'

Anaheim

who

rGcently

married Susan from Samora. As a
member of Hell's .Angels, Rich
went through "the agony of
drugs." He had a smack habit that
cost "ten to fifty d~llars a day."
Once be weighed only 114

and Periodicals

ll@m~~F"(a~cross from Johnson Gym)
Open 10·1 0 weekdays
10·5 Saturdoy

pounds, Not only was he into sex,
drugs and illegal violence, "QpJ )le
al&o• went without a bath fo:i' eig)1\t
months! And he didn't wash his
clothes for thr.ae years! He
contTacted hapatitis, OD'd, but
lived to tell about it, and dropped
out of Hell'~ Angels. Shortly
thereaftex, he contracted
"helpatitis" through a Billy
Graham Crusade; his life, of
course, was changed forevermore.
After a solo by George Beverly
Shea, a Basso Profundo for Christ,
and a Her in trodudng a few
clergymen, King Billy spoke to his
snbjects. His crows warmer·Upper
was about the surveyor who was
"counting bead~ in Texas" (no
pun intended). "Are you a
Christian?", he asked one old
timer. "No,· by God, I'm a
~ptist!" came the reply. 'l'he
Calhoun
Delmar Calhoun has been
appointed directOr of the Eric H.
Wang Civil Engineering Research
Facility,
Calhoun has been at the
research fm:ility since 1961, when
it was o:rganized as the Air Force
Shock T\\be Facility.
The facility, operated by UNM,
is owned by the Air Force
Weapons LaboratQry and is
located at Kirtland Air Force
Base. It conducts civil engineering
research for Air Force bases
throughout the world.
A native of Durango, Colo.,
Calhoun has bachelor of science
and master of science degrees in
civil engineering from UNM.
He was an Air Fm:ce pilot from
1954·57, taught at Fort • Lewis
College from 1957·60, and was an
instrllctor in the UNM department
of civil engineering during . the
1960·61 academic year,
(AFS)-A Screw ()olumnist
made an offhand remark which he
intended to be funny: he said he
was privy to n "sou~:ce for nude
shots of Tricia Nixon.'' Yap, in a
few days he received a letter from
a guy in Dacatur, lll.: "Please send
me data on where to order from."

crowd laughed,
"Turn with me," the poised
professional said into the
reverberating microphones, ''to
the book of Solomon." That
famous king had "dxugs, se;u:,
pleasure, even· knowledge" but
still he was rastless. Had he Jived
today, Solomon would have had a
"Ph.P. degrea in every field."
Anyway, "sin is the breaking of
the moral law.'' Sin. not only
brings about death but also a
"deformed mind."
With a straight face, King Billy
told the sexu<~lly·segregated, five
thousand-voice choir that
Solomon bad 700 wive$ and 300
conc;ubines. "Talk about sex! He
had it." Dissenters in the rigM
field stands &houted their
agreement. In' short, Solomon had
"all you'd like to have but can't
afford." The middle class crowd
chuckled. By the end of the
half-hour speech, King Solomon
had found contentment by
testifying for Christ.
Throughout the speech, King
Billy used good, exaggerated
gestures. Aware of the distances
between him and portions of the
· crowd, he has developed several
dramatic gesticulations, including.
the windmill wave, the
t,wo .. handed potato, and the
one-finger "ertical jab.
About 2000 persons £iled out
of the stands to affirm ''I will
receive Christ into my heart."
·Congealing in front of the second
base stage were two individuals
who held above their heads two

small fla'g!l: a yellow star on a
backgr<iund of blue and red.
Noting their presence, the
observant King Bii!y cautioned his
followers to pray for them, not
pummel them. Two Qf Oakland's
finest greased through the crowd.
Within a few minutes, one flag
W<lS no longer visible. No bust was
evidant.
On their way to stand in front
of the white•robed leader,
individuals were given little red
books. Quotations according to
Chairman Christ? After a prayer,
<:hildren under 11 reported to the
outfield area behind the stage
while adults sat down in the
vacant boJ' seats to await
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July 13-Speakers:
Dr. Douglas Ferraro
and Dr. Samuel Roll
Topic: "Drug Use and Misuse:

famous international dishes

413 Romero St.·N.W.
of Old Town PJaza

IO«yo off on Hardbacks
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counsellors who took their na.rrles
ar1d addresses.
Then it was over. In the parking
lot, Christian charity gave way to
a different one-finger gesture as
thousands of cars exited. At the
end, the final score from the
Coloseurn: King· Billy and his
merry band of god-fearers: 2000.
Dissenters of Chris_!;: zero.

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian, .
French, German, and others .•.)
lunch 11:30·2!30 dinner 5:30·9<30

1.5 Sunday
applies to everybody
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Ain't they a corker? Besides their being cqpl, t..h.ey're comfortable. Flexible
clog comes in white, red, or in white perf. 12.95. W.ood bottom clog comes in
white perf only.l2.95.

Goldmaster rings are available
exclusively at Beauchamps

From 3M Company,. a wise-owl cassette
buy with no screeches!
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A Trip Through the Old South-west

Santa Fe Opera Consistently Good
By SCOTT BEAVE~
Dolly!" The exclamation point
The most American ptoduction lets you know what to
of any ope~a in the world is staged expect-.tupture·inducing largesse
each sear in Italy by Italians with attE!mpting to disguise absolute
Italians for Americans, The vacuity.
Given the Amedcan audience,
Termedi Caracalla's production of
Vllrdi's "Aida'' subox-dinates though, what is a company
everything to spectacle: an director to do? Pxoduce obscu:re
elephant wanders onstage, a camel and beautiful aesthetic documents
gnaws his jaws and a brace· of and go broke, or give the sons of
horses gallops ditectly to the edge Jefferson what they want while
of the stage, giving the blinking, watching one's dreams fracture as
caltlera·toting turistas a thrill that the cash registers sing the latest,
has nothing to do with art. Or greatest hit tune that has managed
to dent tin ears?
Verdi. Or opera.
John Crosby, the founder and
And they love it-each and
every one, Never has the director of the Santa Fe Opera
inculcation of "culture" been Company has-for this season at
mox-e painless. That cancer any .tate-solved the problem with
"spectacle," which is usually but a coup bordering on the brilliant.
not always the antithesis of The solution, technically, began
artistic integrity, is at its most last year with the Santa Fe
obvious in the Caracalla "Aida" premie.t of Offenbach's 19th
,, but has become endemic in the century oper-etta "La
American theatre, from opera and G.tande·Duchesse de Gerolstein,"
repertory colllpanies that should which was a spectacular hit. The
know better to that rhinestone operetta is a parody that
excresence known as "Hello, anticipates much of· Gilbert and
Sullivan Crosby had the dialc:>g
put into English, kept the songs in
French, and had Bliss Herbert
Brothers Music
stage the piece tho.ugh it were the
1831 Central NW 242-3745
Keystone ·CopS doing "War and
Peace," The sons of Jefferson
drooled with laughter ("Always
New& Used
thoUght opera was pretty silly
Musicai instruments
anyway. Guess this here show's
good cuz it shows that") and the
Record Exchange
opera buffs were pleasedOffenbach's fantasy is funny and
miters of aUeged modern musicals
would do well to watch it.
Brothers Music East
Closely.
Crosby has managed to please
2000 Central SE
242-0194
everyone and yet sacX'ifices no
integdty to the cash register-this
opera needs the- hamminess and
sets and fireworks (literally) and
Monday Night
even New Mexico's paradigm of
artistic awareness, David Cargo,
At
managed to stay awake.
This year's production:
The Quarters Lounge
Huguette Tourangeau, the
Duchesse, possesses a sublime
Spaghetti Dinner
voice and little acting ability, at
with
least . in this outing, She sings
beautifuUy, but where the role
Sausage or MeatbaHs
Salad. G~u·lic BTead

2 Locations
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$1.50

4-9PM
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of wine .50¢
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Free Film .Festival
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Summer Discount
STEREO SALE
Buy .NOW and SAVE
KENWOOD KR 2120
40 wats IHF-IC
FM/AM Stereo Receiver
list $189.95 Our Price $149.95

demands a hot tart (there is no
other way to put it) ~>he provides
icy res~Jrve with a few departures
that promir;;e better performances
in future years. Noneth!lless, she is
gorgeous and she is young and
you believe her-it's just that what
is there is so good you wish there
were mo:re of it.
The male lead, tenor John
Walker, is barr;;ly audible for the
grE!at bulk of the performance and
at times, even from center seats
close to the stage, seems to be
moving his mouth, for sure, but
where is the sound? Projection is
the least we can expect of a
singer-in an amateur company he
would be disturbing but in a
professional company of Santa
FE!'s calibre, be is intolerable.
These are the only faults in a
production that could easily be
plagued with difficulties-sections
abound where the material could
be vulgarized but Crosby never
allows it, creating in the process
an extraordinary experience,
The progralll includes an
interview with Crosby in which he
is asked what guidelines he
follows in deciding how · many
performances each opera will be
allowed each season. "It's the old
story of supply and demand," he
says. The story may indeed be old
but the approach is not: I don't
see John Crosby carting elephants
onstage to supply the appetites of
a demand educated on Julie
Andrews. This. man's genius, and
the genius of thls particular
production, Jies in the satisfaction
of a Ge.tber demand without a
Gerber supply,
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Maxwcll Museum of Anthropology re-opens Saturday after
completion of major renovations taking almost a year. New
displays plus expanded desk and sales facilities have been
added.
As usual, the Museum concentrates its displays on a
Southwestern theme. Two additions to the permanent
collection include a territorial room featuring furniture of the
area between 1846 and 187 5, plus a kiva display featuring an
authentic pottery mound mural dating from the 1300's.
Photos by Bob Teller.
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Center Aids Low-lnco·me Student
The university is the site of a
center for a prqject known as the
(EPDA•PPS) Education
Professjons Development
Act-Pupil Personnel Specialists.
The Center functiol1$ as a training
&.tP.Ordli:Ultiri!f

MJJil

&i:lt.it)*.

'rna

training stresses new coul1$eling
strategies for dealing with
low•income, low-achieving
students. COordination is with six
participating satellites
conesponding to six major
southwest cities: Albuquerque,
Denver, Fr~:sno, El Paso, San
Diego, and Phoenix. The project is
funded t!Uough the U.S. Office of
Education,
The :result of this program is a
Master's Degree with the title of
Pupil Personnel Specialist from
the department of Guidance and
Counseling. Eighteen participants
completed master's degrees during
the first year of the program. This
year, 24 participants are involved,
four from each satellite, The
master's candidates take courses
from various departments in the
college of education, as well as

from sociology. Consultants are
used when their particular skills
and knowledge contribute to the
quality of the training program.
The master's candidates do
their practicum-work in their

· ,rospucRv61 iiiMtt:rllika --- whuxu they

negative trends of the status quo
in the southwest," said Nicolas
Abeyta, director of the center.
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were originally selected as Environics Division of the civil
participants. Bilingualism, at least engineering research facility.
one year of teaching experience,
Kralller, a native of Clovis,
and community work experience received his doctor of science
are o-iteria for selection.
degree from New Mexico State
"The :rationale for the Pupil University in 1969. He earned a
Personnel Specialist is bachelor of science degree in 1965
simple-there is a need for and a master of science degree in
coul1$elors geared to a greater 1966 from thE! same school,
responsiveness to members of
During the past three years he
specific communities, It isn't has been an assistant professor at
necessary to produce statistics to Texas A & M University.
show how Chicano students in the
A specialist in environmental
southwest have been failed by the engineering tO control water
schools. The recent Civil Rights pollution, he studied for his
Commhsion reports on doctoral degree under a Federal
Me:tdcan·American Education are Water Pollution Control
enough testimony to the failure of Administration fellowship.
the schools to provide adequate
educational opportunity for this
t:nroUment
group. This project then may be
session enrollment at
Summer
considered an important
development in countering. the UNM is expected to be about the
same as it was a year ago,
Registrar Robert Weaver said
Tuesday.
He estimated about 6,200
students have enrolled at UNM so
far this summer. Enrollment in
short courses which are still to
begin is expected to increase the
total to a figure around last
summer's enrollment of 6,592.

•
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Folk Guitar
Diro De Mello, a Brazilian folk
guitarist, will .present a concert
and speech July 20 at 8 p.m. in
335, Orlega Hall. He will speak on
B.tazilian folk music (in English.)
He is presented . jointly by the
language and Latin American
Studies departments.

Women Only
A group or women from the
Feminist Health Center will
discuss "Women's Self·Help and
Self•Health" July 15 at 1:30 and
6: 30 p.m. at the Child Care
Center on campus. Admission is
free. Only women will be
permitted to attend.
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Getting serious? Give
Zales "First Promise" ring!
KENWOOD KR 5150
180 watts IHF FET.IC

FM/AM Stereo Receiver
Walnut Case included
List $369.90 Our Price $299.95
Atlast .•• her lirst diamond! $19.95
1 diamond, 14l<aratgold

Aztec· Picasso Speaker System

Men's Sizes 26 thru 38

Mountains
T'homas Smylie, forest
naturalist at the Sandia Ranger
Station, will lecture July 18.
His lecture, "T'ne Making of
Mountains," will be from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. in the Anthropology
Lecture Hall,
Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology will •be open the
same ni!bt from 7 to 9 p.m.

Hundreds of Styles & Colors
to Choose from

Films Cancelled
A film festival scheduled for
Fr~day evening on the University
of New Mexico mall has been
cance}led.

10" Bass Driver 6" mid range Driver
2"x6". High Frequency Horn

· .Response 27 J20,000. Hz
List $1 09.95 Our Price $89.9$

Available
at

~~

1diam<;~ml, 14 Karat gold $29.95

Student accounts invited
Four convenient credit plans available

THE STEREO DEN
J09 Carlisle NE

Zales RevoMn~ Charge • :z.l.. C::uslom Charge
Mast•rCharge • BankAmericard

268-3966

·Downtown318 Central S\'V

"!...--::;:- -··

•

.., ..
-·

__

...., .... :..

76 I ESI!!)
JIWIIU"'

stUdent acco1tnts ln\Oited,

Five Points Shopping
Ceutet'
nluslrations enlarged

Home Study Review
and Testing Progr•m

For information write:
Graduate Studies Center
P.O. Box 386, N, Y., N.Y. 10011

Red

LEE

Winrock

Hot

1710 Central SE

·Tltursday, July 13, 1972

.Pants
242-05()5
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CHORUS
A free choral recital, directed
by an internationally-known
conductor and arranger, will be
held 'ilt 8:15 p.m. Saturday in
Keller Hall
Conducting will be Jester
Hairston. The chorus will be made
up of participants in a worla;hop
being directed by Hairston this
week at UNM,
In the past 11 years Hairston
has been sent by the State
Department to Africa and Eura,pe
as a goodwill ambassador,
·His choral arrangements of
Afro-American folk songs and his
compositions, based on folk
themes, have been popular among
music educators for more than
two decades.
<~Amen" is probably his most
widely-known composition.
In Hollywood Hairston has
made a name both as a conductor
and a<1tor. He did the choral music
for uLillies of the Field 17 and his
was the voice represented as that
of Sidney Poitier singing the

!i151t!il
Snapp, the on-going UNM afte:~;noon repertory theater, presented
"Birdbath," a play written by student Leonard Melfi. Stars were Laura
Beseler as Velma Sparrow and Kirk Thomas as Frankie Basta. A
different play is presented, each afternocm, with free admission.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

Rates: lOc 'per word, $i.oo min~um.
T~:nns: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: J'ournallsm Building, Room
205

1)

LOST & FOUND

GLASSES, RINGS,

S~ATERS, CH~CK

BOOKS, BOOKS & other items. May be
claimed at NM Union BW!iness Office.
Ask for Kim.

3) SERVICES

.

§

E

"$
~·•••••••

Jn~Han Jewelry
OLDTOWN

~

........ ~•uuu"n'''""' .. ,..,, ..,,.e

PIIIISUI
GLASS bY I;:ORNfNG

Stl Wyoming NE
255..8282

Sunglasses that get darker as the sun
gets brighter.
They adjust by themselves
to give you just the right
amount of protection and
visibility. In the sun. Or
shade, Bright day, Or
· cloudy. One pair of sun~
glasses for all kinds of
days.

They're called PHOTO·
SUN™sunglasses.Corning
makes the glass, and we
can fill them to your pre~
scription. Come in and see
what a big difference they
can make.

l
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO·

POPEJOY HALL.

3) SERVICES

PERSONALS

$25 REWARD far infonnation leadin!l' to
return of black, year old, male Peela!poo
dog, Last seen being taken by white van
near Commanche & Eubank. 299-0683,
HELP to l~:galize marUuana-Pr()ftts from
bales of Acapulco Gold Tolling papenl go
to Amphoria. Acapulco Gold available at
Uncle Sam's, 111 Harvard SE. 7/20
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA·
TION m~ts Thursdays, Room 230 NM
Union at 4 p.m., All are welcome. 6/22
ORTHODOX BAHA'I FmESIDES, 5,..21
Spruce SE, Apt. 315, ThuNd&ys, 7l.o0,
Call 242-4839, or write Box 'lS'l, 8'1103.
HERE IS AGORA AGAJN. Not. exactl.Y a
dear friend, but. a aroup of people who
are ready to talk & listen to your problems of living, Call or come in NW Cor·
ner Mesa Vista, 277-3013. tfn
LEGAL SERVICES for UNM students/
staff. Nominal fees. Furnl!hed by qualified law students of the Clinical Law
Program under supervl!lon of staff attorney of UNM Law School. Call 2'l'l•
2913 or 277·3604 for appointment. 'l/27

2)

or bll mail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

E Makers of-Hand Made

E

4:30 to 6:3() p,m. at the··
them~ of that picture.
Hairston also was a regular for . International Center, 1808 Las
16 yeats on the radio and Lomas NE, on the UNM campus.
television program ~'Amos- 'n The French tricolor flag wUl be
Andy.'~ He played the part of
flown at the International Center.
Leroy.
Similar observances mark
Bastille Day on college campuses
Bastille Day
An informal reception Friday and in consulat headquarters
will commemorate French around the world. Language
Independence Day of the Bastille, majors and minors may attend.
Kolbert1 professor of french at
Jack· Kolbert, honorary consul for
France in New Mexico, UNM, maintains a consulate office
at his home, 1405 Sigma Chi Rd.
announced today.
The reception will be from NE.

LEARN TO FLY-Flexible hours, best
rates. Call 247-01'18 between 9 6: after 6
265-0846. 7/13
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR$ for Leas. 1001
Coal SE, 247·2036. 7/27
TUNEUPS by Engineerin~t Student at my
home. $12.50 total includes new plugs,
points, conden•er installed for V-8. Bring
your own part&, $5.00 labor. Distributor &
carburator overhalil also. 299-5230. for
appt. 6/22

TEACHERS WANTED -West & other
states. Placements since 1946. Bonded.
Member NATA. SW TEACHERS'
AGENCY, 1303 Central NE. 'l/2'1
PASSPORT, imm{gration, itlentffieation
photos. Fast, inexpensive, pleasing, Near
UNM. Call 265·2444 ol' come to 1'11'1
Girard NE. 7/27
WATERBED PUMPING FAST-¥., boUT:
Cheap n.on. Call MR. CENTRil"UGAL
256·2185. 7/6
TYPING done on IBM elec. Dissertations
and thocs preferred. 14 yre, u.p. Z9S..
3804. '1/2'1
260 cc SUZUKI, recentl.Y overhauled, tools,
heJmetE,, extras, $250. Call 266·2040, 7/18
STEREO RECEIVER, highly rated, llerfect
condition and excellent price. 256-9004,
'l/13
1971 DATSUN 510. &dial tires plus
mounted snow tires. Air conditioned,
AM/FM Yadio, mint condition. $2150,
Call 266-0545. 7/27
10-SPEED BICYCLES. On campus sales
& service. Lowest prices in town. Dutch
bicycll!l!, $95, I~l!an Romanaa $115 &
up, Gitanes, $117, Pro bikes, $290 & up,
Many others, All bikes new & full.Y guar..
anteed, Dick Hallett, Rm. 67, Medi~
School. Call for hoUYa: 2'1'1-2546, nite:
266-2784. 'l /13
1970 HONDA 3GO SL. Clean, runs good.
344-5783 after 5:30. 7/27
TYPING. IBM ELECTRIC. 11109 Morris
Place, N.E. 296-8349. 7/13

7) MISCELLANEOUS
FREE KITTENS. Healthy, haJ!py, beauti·
ful. 877-2929. 7/13
FREE cute healthy black kitten. Eight
weeks old. 268 9927. 7/6

The hit musical comedy that launched
Carol Burnett to Stardom

Once Upon a Mattress
July 13, 14, 15, 21, 22'- 8:15 PM
Special Mat. Sun., July 16-2:15 PM
Tickets $4.,00, $3.50, $3.00
Student Discount $1.00 off
Telephone 277-3121
Box Office open Dajly 9:00-5:00
.
and one hour before curtain

SUMMER LOBO WANT ADS lOc word,
$1.00 minimum. Room 205 Journalism.

DID YOU KNOW• ., •

1256-35181

LOBO
CiLA§§KFIED

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.

ADVERTISING

1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance
Special Rates For:

--..-..RATES:

__ ] _ -

I

WUCKS •'

10 cents for each word, $1.00 minimum. Cash only.
The deadline is noon Wednesday of week of pubfication.

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -._TIMES STARTING~--

I. Drivers Under 25

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4.. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available
ENCLOSED $•------ PLACED BY----------.,..._...-

1256-35181

Experienced Handling ol
Harcl #o fface Insurance
University P.O. Box 20,·UNM, Albuquerque, N. M, 87106
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